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dear valued customer,over 5000 onda v972 pre-orders are processing during december 17th 2012 -
january 15th 2013,we will send your pacakge with tracking number from january 17th-24th accoring
your order number.during 17th-24th,we do not support pre-order service,all onda v972 will update to

the latest v1.1 firmware before we send.we highly appreciate for your understanding and terribly
sorry for the possible inconvenience taken to you.thank you for your attention.best regards,onda
tablet the onda tablet v972 is a multifunctional tablet in its price range. it comes with a 9.7 inch

multitouch screen, which is upgraded to 1024*600 resolution from the original screen of 800*600.
the tablet uses a single core 1ghz processor and it can provide users a vivid and smooth gaming

experience. it also comes with 2gb of ram and 16gb of internal memory, which is enough to store all
your files and games. a built in 3mp camera can be found at the back of the device, which has its

own flash memory to store the images. the camera is capable of taking 720p videos, and it supports
2x digital zoom. the onda tablet v972 has an included micro-sd card slot, which supports up to 32gb

of storage space. it has a 3,110mah lithium-polymer battery, which gives you up to 8 hours of
battery life, and there is also a built-in rechargeable battery that can be used to power the tablet for
over 20 hours. the onda tablet v972 runs on android os, version 4.0, and it is equipped with a non-
removable 2600mah battery. it also has a microusb port, which allows users to use the charging

cable that is included in the package. there is also a headphone jack, which comes with an optional
3.5mm jack. users can use the tablet in landscape and portrait modes, and it can be rotated to 360

degrees. the dimensions of the onda tablet v972 are 214mm length, 155mm width, and 11mm
thickness. it weighs around 569g.
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hi,i would like to report some hardware problems and any problem with the software. 1) the
touchpad does not work properly it is difficult to click.2) the screen does not turn off properly, if you
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try to turn it off by touching the bottom left corner or pressing the power button it does not turn off,
sometimes it gets stuck in the off mode. it does not respond even if the light is on and if you press

it.3) the microphone does not work, sometimes it works but not all the time, it is like it does not have
a microphone or its all the time on (not always)if you touch the left side of the screen it starts

recoding, it does not only start when you place your hand on it.4) the issue about the volume is more
obvious, even when the volume is turned off it will still turn on and down randomly if your hand was

near the front bezel.i hope that the firmware release will be out soon to solve these problems. please
fix this for me as soon as possible, i hope you can release them sometime in april..thanks a lot. best

regards,r, i thanks for your inquiry. we will dispatch your orders according to the orders tracking
number as soon as it is released. if you need the order before then, please place an order. we will
keep you posted for you. dear valued customer,thanks for your inquiry.the onda v919 3g air dual

boot tablet will be shipped to you at no extra charge. (orders started from january 23 to 29th). the
pre-existing orders will be shipped as soon as it is out. we will keep you posted for you.we sincerely

hope that the onda v919 3g air dual boot tablet will be your desire.all the best.onda tablet
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